Installing RSF-HA 11

Installing RSF-HA 11 on your IBM i
To install RSF-HA for the first time, or to upgrade to a new version of RSF-HA:
1. If you have an existing version of RSF installed, use the following command to
end the RSF server on your IBM i:
RSF/ENDRSFSRV
2. If you’re using a previous version of RSF-HA, use the following command to
end replication on your system:
ENDSYNCRSF JOB(*ALL) RMTJRNJOB(*ALL)
3. Use the following command to ensure that no job has the RSF library in its
library list:
WRKOBJLCK OBJ(RSF) OBJTYPE(*LIB)
Any jobs (including the current job) that have RSF in the library list should be
ended before going on to the next step.
Note: The install may be able to proceed, even if other jobs have RSF in their
library list. However, it will take longer.
4. Download and install the Install Aid tool (InstallAid.exe) from the RSF-HA 11
downloads page on the HelpSystems website. This tool is installed onto your
PC and makes the rest of the installation easier.
This only needs to be done once, so if you have installed Install Aid before you
can skip this step. Note: Install Aid uses FTP to connect to your IBM i systems,
so it must be enabled.
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5. Download RSF11_0.zip to your PC. Double-click to open it and extract the files.
6. Double click on the Rsf11_0.sav file in the zip folder. The Install Aid window
will be shown.
7. Specify your iSeries TCP/IP host name or IP address.
Specify Custom for “Install Options."
Specify QSECOFR for "User," along with the correct password.
Click Run to begin the install.
8. Repeat step 8 above for each additional IBM i system to which RSF is to be
installed, then close the Install Aid window.
9. Double-click the RsfTools11_0.savf in the zip folder. The Install Aid window
displays.
10. Install RSF Tools by repeating step 8 above for each machine to which RSF was
installed, then close the Install Aid window.
11. If you were provided a new authorization code, apply it now.
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